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The Fate of the Belarusian Literary Language 
over Half a Century
Losy białoruskiego języka literackiego na przestrzeni pół wieku
Лёс беларускай літаратурнай мовы на працягу паўстагоддзя

ABSTRACT: This article aims to outline the development of the Belarusian literary langu-
age from its beginnings before the period of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, through 
its rebirth in the 19th century, and its lourishing in the period from 1905 to 1916, 
and in the 1920s, as well as immediately after the collapse of the Soviet Union. 
Most of this work concerns the various attempts of Russian leaders (and in time 
Lukašenka) to demean and assimilate the language, and the poets who vigorously 
resist this process. It asserts that by using the language they all help to keep this 
element of national consciousness alive, including those who with word-creation 
and experiment seek to advance the language’s further progress. 

KEYWORDS: Belarusian literary language, origins, repression, assimilation, protests, 
word-creation, experiment.

The early period of the Belarusian literary language goes back to beyond 
the Statutes of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, the language of which was 
described by the distinguished Norwegian linguist Christian Stang (1900–
1977) as “middle Belarusian”, implying, of course, an earlier period [Stang 
1935: 122]. When the present writer, under the inspiring supervision of 
Professor Robert Auty (1914–1978), irst entered the ield of Belarusian 
studies, there was no question in our minds but that the 19th-century writers, 
whose vocabulary I attempted to describe and analyse [McMillin 1973] were 
early representatives of the resurrected literary language, although, of course, 
its use was forbidden by the Tsarist government during the entire length of 
this period, the ban being lifted only in 1905. At that time texts were hard 
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to obtain, many of them published in various forms by ethnographers like 
Pavel Shpilevskii (1823–1861) and Petr Bessonov (1828–1898), for instance. 
Belarusian dictionaries were also scarce, the main exception being that of 
Ivan Nosovič, who, voluntarily or not, called the language a dialect [Носовичъ 
1870; Насовіч 1984].

In the 20th and 21st centuries the fate of the language luctuated violently 
from the early newspapers, “Naša dolia” (1906) and “Naša niva” (1906–1915), 
through a period of relative liberalization in the irst half of the 1920s before 
the rise of Stalin put an end to national strivings. “Naša niva” was irst printed 
in Latin and Cyrillic script, a duality that was described as an unnecessary colli-
sion by distinguished linguist Nina Miačkoŭskaja [Мечковская 1998]. Another 
duality was between two orthographies rather than scripts: Taraškieviča and 
the more of icial Russi ied Narkomaŭka. This phenomenon is discussed in 
a comic verse by Usievalad Ścieburaka (b. 1981), in which he suggests that 
he and his friends enjoy mixing them [Сцебурака 2013: 25]. Anka Upala 
(b. 1981) uses deliberately anachronistic humour in Siaredzina, boldly claim-
ing Vikienci Dunin-Marcinkievič (1808–1884) as a brother, saying that the 
Taraškievič orthographical system was not compulsory for either of them. 
In her opinion, the language of the street, the vox populi, was the only true 
guide to language, expecting that various prominent poets (M. Bahdanovič, 
A. Pushkin and O. Mandel’shtam) would turn in their graves [Упала 2012: 85].

In the 1920s there was a liberation, even lourishing, of the language 
before Stalin came to power. As an example of this period is the work of 
the Instytut bielaruskaj kuÍtury (InbielkuÍt, 1922–1928), predecessor of the 
Belarusian Academy of Sciences, which published In addition to monographs, 
thematically arranged journals, all of which were in Belarusian, and some also 
included items in Hebrew, Polish and other languages. In its last year before 
the organization was liquidated, “Zapisy addziela humanitarnych navuk” 
appeared in 1928, with all articles in Belarusian. This was indeed a period 
for the language comparable only to that immediately after the collapse of 
the Soviet Union before Aliaksandr Lukašenka came to power.

In the post-war period there ensued a period of assimilation (by Russian), 
although when moderate free speech became more possible several writers 
wrote in praise and defence of their native tongue, amongst them Ryhor 
Baradulin (1935–2014) in Maja mova, of which these are the inal lines:

I будзе мне сэрца грэць
Кожным ашчадным словам,
Бо як жыта спрадвечная
 Беларуская мова! 
 [Барадулін 1984, 1:138].
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With more extrovert passion were Jaŭhieija Janiščyc (1948–1988) in 
Mova and Nina Škliarava (b. 1947) in Mova maja:

Памру за цябе без енку
 [Янішчыц 2000: 100].
Мова мая! Мой ратунак!
 [Шклярава 1971: 6].

London was not inactive in expressing concern for the language in 
the 1970s and 1980s, publishing or republishing documents that were 
extremely rare or completely unknown in Soviet Belarus: the earliest was 
a samizdat Letter to a Russian Friend about the increasing assimilation of 
the Belarusian language in the 1970s; the second was Listy da Harbačova, 
an appeal to a plenary meeting of the Central Committee of the USSR in 
1987, which, unsurprisingly, received no reply; the third was a bilingual 
document, NacyjanaÍnaja mova u sacyjalistyčnaj dziaržavie: Dakumient ab 
stanie bielaruskaj movy u Savieckaj Bielarusi. The latter document includes 
an interesting article for studying the fate of the Belarusian language: The 
Rebirth of the Byelorussian Language: Programme of the Byelorussian Language 
Commission of the Byelorussian section of the Soviet Cultural Foundation 
[Anon. 1988: 20–38]. 

There is no space to quote or even list the many protests about the 
language since Lukašenka (illiterate in both Russian and Belarusian) took 
power and did his best to minimize the status of the national language, clos-
ing almost all the schools and colleges using Belarusian, his attitude being 
epitomized by one of his many notoriously stupid remarks: “Nothing sensible 
can be said in Belarusian”, which, incidentally, has not stopped him occasion-
ally addressing the nation in his version of this language, to emphasize the 
country’s potentially fragile autonomy from Russia. 

A few examples of literary protests should give an idea of the ierceness 
of responses by contemporary poets. First, Mova by Hanna Novik (b. 1990) 
is passionately indignant:

Распляжылi. Патрушчылi.
Знявечылi. Забылiся.
Аскепкi неўмiручыя
Усë-ткi злiцца сiляцца
Пакуль не могуць. Множацца
I ў сэрцы колюць дзiдамi.
Аж покуль дыхаць можацца,
Не забывай радзiмую.
 [Новік 2010: 31].
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Ihar Kulikoŭ (b. 1988) describes bitterly a writer’s position in Belarus with 
a prose poem, U pierapiskach nasieÍnicva, nie kažučy… Here is the third stanza:

Казалi, што ты разумова адсталы i доўга не пражывеш,
што сядзеш на голку, ў турму або, ня дай
божа, паткнесься ў баптыстыя. Але
насамрэч цiкавiў ты iх ня болей, чым нейкi
там Банглядэш, Зымбабвэ, родная мова, 
гомасэксуалiстыя.
 [Кулікоў 2011: 25].

It is not only of icialdom that causes anguish to Belarusian speakers: 
Hanna Komar (b. 1989) describes in Zamova how a Russophone boyfriend 
affects her:

…праз высокі ціск
з носа майго
сочыцца мова
і пэцкае твае белыя кашулі.
 [Комар 2016: 23].

More criticism of the Belarusian language by her friends is to be found 
in the ironic Bielaruskaja mova II by Valzhyna Mort (b. 1981), from which 
the following two short excerpts come: 

Твая мова такая маленькая,
што яшчэ й размаўляць ня ўмее
***
Гэта не мова,
Бо ў ёй няма анiякай сыстэмы.
 [Mort 2008: 106].

Zmitrok Kuzmienka (b. 1980) describes in Ja maŭču… a cruelly damaged 
bird as an image for his native tongue:

А ў мяне на шматкi
Часам сэрца парвацца гатова:
Тая птушка ў бядзе –
Гэта ж родная мова мая.
 [Кузьменка 2012: 80].

Alieś Baranoŭski (b. 1989) in his Rodnaja mova writes despairingly of 
his barren native land. Here are the opening four lines, the second of which, 
whilst undoubtedly referring to his own country’s various wavering positions, 
might equally well be applied to Lukašenka’s fellow dictator, Vladimir Putin, 
in his comments on Ukraine:
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Пустазеллем парасла зямля.
Пiшуць зноў гiсторыю нанова...
Самая магутная мая,
Шчырая i ветлiвая мова!
 [Бараноўскі 2013: 34].

In an indignant poem Z. Kuzmienka writes about people who look down 
on the Belarusian language:

Хто прыдумаў такi,
быццам, бедная
наша мова?
Хто такое сказаў,
што яна непрыгожа гучыць?.
 [Кузьменка 2012: 59].

The poet was clearly thinking of those who had forgotten Mickiewicz’s 
famous remark about the beauty of the Belarusian language, calling it “the 
most harmonious and least changed of all the Slavonic languages” [Міцкевіч 
1955, v. 16: 230].

Admiration for the Czechs who were very successful in keeping alive and 
modernizing their language as a basic element of national consciousness is 
re lected in the work of two young poets: Parohi (trypcich miesta) by Alieś 
Jemialianaŭ-Šylovič (b. 1987) and Kuzmienka’s Češkim budzicieliam. It may 
be recalled that the prominent poet Larysa Hienijuš (1910–1983) in 1937 
led political persecution to Prague, and that the irst Belarusian printer, 

Frańcišak Skaryna (1490? – 1551?) published two of his biblical translations 
in that city in the middle of the 16th century. Whilst the two above young 
poets admire the Czechs, their poems also include ierce criticism of their 
own country. Parohi contains, as well as the wish to die in Prague and an 
encomium to the Czech language, a bitter ending addressed to the dedicatee, 
Maks Ščur (b. 1977):

Дружа, хіба не чуў ты пра
тое, што ў роднай краіне
паэтам на’т пасля смерці
не даюць грамадзянства!
    [Емельянаў-Шыловіч 2013: 12].

Z. Kuzmienka, realizing how the Czechs have arisen from centuries of 
oppression (clearly thinking of a comparison with his own country), ends 
his poem with an enthusiastic description of arising from one’s knees. Here 
are the irst and last two stanzas:
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У часы векавога прыгнёту.
Што народ да труны прывялі,
Нарадзіліся вы патрыёты –
Не імперыі – роднай зямлі.
<…>
Адраджалі забытую мову,
Ганарыцца вучылі сваім...
I не сталі дарэмнымі словы,
Ваш народ не застаўся глухім.
Ён збудзiўся ад сну пакаленняў,
Паняверку ў душы сваёй змог,
З вамі разам узняўся з каленяў.
Адрадзіўся. Паўстаў. Перамог.
 [Кузьменка 2012: 41].

Macaronic writing, not, of course, to be confused with trasianka, is fami-
liar from V. Dunin-Marcinkievič (for instance in his Idylija and Zalioty) to the 
ultra-modern Viktar Siamiaška (b. 1980) with whom this survey will end. 
Trasianka is something like British creole but far closer to Ukrainian suržyk; 
it is not just a muddle of two languages, but something that is occasionally 
used in writing, albeit unconsciously, by young poets and others, although 
Ścieburaka has suggested, frivolously, that he and his friends use it delibe-
rately in Bielaruskaja kliasyka, of which this is the last stanza:

Баронiм ‘Ë’, кароцiм ‘Ў’
Трасянку робiм моваю
Звычайную
Маю
Тваю
Мы робiм адмысловаю!
    [Сцебурака 2013: 25].

Completely different was Jaryla Pščaničny (pen-name of Uladzimir Bańko, 
1973–2015) who used trasianka consistently and creatively in his book 
Piščavyja liški (2022).

Macaronic writing, as such, is not rare in contemporary Belarusian 
literature. One use of it is employing English to avoid native vulgarisms, 
usually marked by ellipses [McMillin 2016]. Several poets not only slip for-
eign words into their texts, but also give them maracaronic titles. Among 
them, Dzievianostyja forever by Siarhiej Prylucki (b. 1980) [Прылуцкі 2008]; 
another example is AnatoÍ Ivaščanka (b. 1981) who added an English ending 
to a Belarusian word: Vieršnick [Івашчанка 2006], and inally, two examples 
of the typically inventive and playful approach to this phenomenon by Andrej 
Chadanovič (b. 1973): Barmien siuita (a clear reference to the music based 
on Bizet’s Carmen by Rodion Shchedrin (b. 1932)) [Хадановіч 2004: 7] and 
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“good porning” [Хадановіч 2003: 89]. Not only from this exceptional poet but 
also elsewhere many more examples of macaronic writing could be found. 
On the related question of word-creation, the most distinguished creator 
was national poet Ryhor Baradulin (1935–2014) who in the fourth volume 
of his collected works provided a huge dictionary of words from his native 
region, Vušacki knihazbor [Барадулін 2002: 373–500]. Another provider of 
a glossary was Ihar Kulikoŭ in his mysteriously titled Svamova, the meaning 
of which, however, was not included in the list [Кулікоў 2013: 81–88]. The 
Bielavieža group of Belarusian writers in eastern Poland until recently led 
by Jan Čykvin (1940–2022) and Sakrat Janovič (1936–2013) were hardly 
associated with linguistic experiment or other avant-garde strivings. My last 
example of word-creation, however, is a very enterprising poet and musician, 
Viktar Siamiaška (b. 1980) who lives in that region and works as a radio 
journalist there, although in the past he has also occasionally lived in Minsk 
(where his irst book was published). A necessarily anonymous interviewer 
about his most recent book (with the self-ironic title) Aŭtar maje racyju 
zaŭždy [Anon. 2023: 10] quotes him as saying that it was important for him 
that a poem should resemble a solo instrument in free jazz, also saying that 
he has worked not only on sense and content, but also on the form of his 
work. A possible example of this will appear later.

As has been mentioned, many Belarusian poets have recourse to for-
eign languages for parts of the body or sexual activity. V. Siamaška, a deeply 
religious Catholic, appears to have no such inhibitions, calling one section of 
his latest book, Čerap I čeles; breasts draw various surprisingly bizarre com-
parisons, as do phalluses, as well as a startling reference to the smell of two 
women’s vaginas in Non-stop [Сямашка 2013: 49]. He also describes scornfully 
the inhabitants of Belarus and their country: “jeblarusy” and “Jeblarus” in 
Nihm [Сямашка 2013: 33]. Not forgetting deliberate macaronic writing, the 
irst two parts of “VARŠ/TATY” are headed in Polish and Russian, and both 

are in a mixture of Belarusian and Russian [Сямашка 2022: 78].
Finally, as an example of ludic use of language as well as the musical 

aspects of Siamaška’s verse, is Scherzo:

Мiля, мiля
Фаля, фаля...
Дом i мiс Ольля.
– Сольямi, фарэля, рэля´до?
– Фарэля, мiс Ольля
– Фасоль, фамiдорэ?
– Сi, фасоль.
– Досi соль?
– Досi. До´! До´!!! Дорэ´м...
– I фамiля? Фарэ? Сольрэ´мi?
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– Мi фамiля доля мiфа
Фаля, фаля...
Мiля, мiля...
Доля-доля...
 [Сямашка 2022: 25].

To conclude, the range of Belarusian poets is, as has been partially 
demonstrated, great and varied, and all of them, by writing in their own 
language, whatever their style and background, are helping to keep the coun-
try’s national identity alive. From its origins even before the Grand Duchy 
of Lithuania, through to the growth of the modern literary language in the 
19th century, even though its use in writing was forbidden, beginning to lour-
ish openly after 1905, when the ban was lifted and right into the irst half of 
the 1920s, before Stalin and his successors started a period of repression and
assimilation. Despite this, the literary language has continued to be used 
and to expand, despite an ignorant dictator, up to the present day. It is cer-
tainly an asset worth cherishing.
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STRESZCZENIE: Artykuł ma na celu zarysowanie rozwoju białoruskiego języka literackiego 
od jego genezy przed okresem Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego, poprzez jego odro-
dzenie w XIX w., rozkwit w latach 1905–1916 oraz latach 20. XX w., a także bezpo-
średnio po upadku Związku Radzieckiego. Większość tej pracy dotyczy różnych prób 
rosyjskich przywódców (a z czasem Łukaszenki) poniżenia i asymilacji języka oraz 
pracy poetów, którzy stanowczo przeciwstawiają się temu procesowi. Stwierdzono, 
że białoruscy pisarze używając języka, pomagają utrzymać przy życiu ten element 
świadomości narodowej, łącznie z tymi poetami, którzy poprzez słowotwórstwo 
i eksperymenty starają się przyspieszyć dalszy rozwój języka białoruskiego.

SŁOWA KLUCZOWE: białoruski język literacki, geneza, represje, asymilacja, protesty, 
słowotwórstwo, eksperymenty.

АНАТАЦЫЯ: Мэта гэтага артыкула – акрэсліць шляхі развіцця беларускай літа-
ратурнай мовы ад яе пачаткаў да перыяду Вялікага Княства Літоўскага, 
у эпоху адраджэння ў ХІХ ст., падчас яе росквіту ў перыяд з 1905 па 1916 г. 
і ў 1920-я гг., а таксама адразу пасля распаду СССР. Большая частка гэтай 
працы прысвячаецца розным спробам расейскіх лідараў (а таксама і А. Лука-
шэнкі) прынізіць і асіміляваць мову, а таксама працы паэтаў, якія рашуча 
супраціўляюцца гэтаму працэсу. У артыкуле сцвярджаецца, што праз выкары-
станне мовы ўсе яны дапамагаюць падтрымліваць гэты элемент нацыянальнай 
свядомасці, у тым ліку і тыя, хто словатворчасцю і эксперыментамі імкнецца 
паспрыяць далейшаму развіццю мовы.
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